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Abstract 
Let [n] denote {1,2 . . . . .  n}. A set system tr on [n] is called a separating system on In] if for 
each pair of distinct elements in In], there is an M E a that contains exactly one member of that 
pair. A separatin9 system ~ on In] is called totally separating if for each pair of distinct elements 
j,  j '  in [hi, there are disjoint M,M' E r with j E M and j '  E M'. In this paper, we discuss two 
applications of separating systems. In the first application, we give an easy method of constructing 
a class of single error-correcting double error-detecting codes over an Abelian group alphabet. 
In the second application, we construct a class of 3-separable matrices. Separable matrices are 
important notions in the theories of nonadaptive group testing and binary superimposed codes. 
Keywords: Separating systems; Error-correcting codes; 3-separable matrices; Nonadaptive 
group testing; Binary superimposed codes 
1. Separating systems and encoding over an Abelian group 
Let [n] denote { 1,2 . . . . .  n}. Given set S, ISI denotes its cardinality. In Sections 1 and 
2, G denotes an Abelian group with operation + and identity e. We write G n to denote 
the direct product of G with itself n times. We let Y = (e . . . . .  e) denote the identity 
in G n. For x E G n and j E In] let xj be the j th  component of x. For Sc  [n] and 
x E G ", we define Sx E G by Sx = ~jEsX j .  For an ordered family 7 = ($1,$2 . . . . .  Sk) 
of nonempty subsets of [n], we let flail denote the number of components of  7. 
Definition 1. For an ordered family, 7 = (S1, $2 . . . . .  S~), of nonempty subsets of [n], 
we define the homomorphism h~ • G n ~ G IMI by hr(x) =(S lx ,  S2x . . . . .  Skx).We let 
K~(7) denote the kernel of h 7, and we just write K(7) when the context is clear. 
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For x,y E G n, the Hamming distance, d(x,y), is the number of  entries in x and y 
that are different. For a subset C in G ", let d(C) = min{d(x,y): x,y E C}. Then C is 
a single error-correcting double error-detecting code if and only if d(C)= 4. See [5]. 
Definition 2. An ordered family a = ($1,$2 . . . . .  Sk) on [n] is called an ordered sep- 
arating system on [n] if for distinct elements j, j '  E [n], there is a component Si of 
a such that either j E Si and j '  ~ Si, or j ([ Si and j '  E Si. I f  S/ satisfies the above 
condition for j, f E [n], then we say that Si separates j from j'. 
Let [n ] -  S denote the complement of  So[n] .  It is easy to verify that a = 
(S1, $2 ... .  , Sk) is an ordered separating system on [n] if and only if for each j E [n], 
we have that 
{j} = [ ' ]  ({Si: j E Si} t_J {[n] - Si: j q~ Si}). 
iE[k] 
It is folklore [2] that min{l[all: a is an ordered separating system on [n]} = [lgn]. l 
Proposition 1. I f  tr is an ordered separating system on [n] that has [n] as one of its 
components, then for any G, we have that d(K~(tr))~>4. 
Proof. Let x,y E G ~. Without loss of generality let a -- ($1,$2,... ,Sk) where Sl = In]. 
We argue by contradiction. I f  d(x,y)  = 1, then Six ~ Sly. So x and y cannot both 
be in K(a). I f  d(x,y) = 2, then there are exactly two distinct elements j, j '  E [n] 
for which xj ~ yj and x j, ~ .vs,. Since there is a component Si of a such that either 
j E S i and jl f[ Si, or j q[ Si and f E Si, it follows that Six ~ S i f t .  So x and y 
cannot both be in K(tr). If  d(x,y) = 3, then there are exactly three distinct elements 
j l ,  j2, j3 E [n] for which xj~ ~ yj,, x j2 ~ Y J2, and xj3 ~ Yj3" We have two cases. 
I f  there is a component Si of tr such that ISi N {jl , j2, j3}l = 1, then it follows that 
Six ~ SiT. So x and y cannot both be in K(a). If not, then because there is an Si 
of a that separates j l from j2, it follows that [Si A {jl,./'2, j3 }l --- 2. Without loss of 
generality, suppose Si fq {jl , j2,j3) = {jl, j2}. Now either Six ~ Sly or Six ~ SiT 
because if both Six = Sly and Six = SiT, then it follows that x j3 = Y j3" So x and y 
cannot both be in K(tr). [] 
Corollary 1. For any G, there is a subgroup K of G n with IKI~IG] n-[lgn]-I and 
d(K)~>4. 
Proof. Since min{llall: a is an ordered separating system on [n]} = [lgn], there is 
an ordered separating tr with Hall = rlgnl + 1 which has [n] as one of its components. 
Take K = K~(o'). 2 Then Igl>~la"l/laH~Jl I = [a[ n-[lgn]-l. [] 
1 By lg n we mean log 2 n. 
2 If we think of a finite field F as group G, then the codes K~-(7) are linear. 
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2. Decoding 
Let a = ([n],S2 . . . . .  Sk) be an ordered separating system on [n]. Decoding K~(a) is 
very simple. Let e be the identity in G. Suppose a received transmission x has at most 
two errors. By Proposition 1, it follows that x is error-free if and only if h~(x) = 6. 
So suppose that h~(x) ~ 6. Consider the family of subsets {Si: Six ~ e} U {[n] - Si: 
Six -- e} of In]. Because a is an ordered separating system, there is at most one element 
in f']({Si: Six ~: e}U{[n]-S/ :  Six = e}). I f  N({Si: Six ~: e}U{[n]-Si: Six = e}) = 13, 
then x had two errors. I f  {j*} : N({Si: Six ¢ e} U {[n] - St: Six = e}), then either 
Xi* is the single error or two errors have occurred. Since S~x is supposed to be e and 
j* E $I = [n], consider 9 = - Y'~d~[4,J#J" xj. It follows that if xj. is the single error, 
then the correct value of xj. is 9. More precisely, let x(j*, 9) E G n be the element 
that results by taking x and replacing its j* component with 9. Now, because a is an 
ordered separating system, it follows that h,~(x(j*,9)) = 6 if and only if x(j*,9) is 
the intended message. 
3. Group testing 
Let us suppose that we have a finite ground set containing elements which can be 
characterized as being either good or defective. We refer to the collection of defective 
elements, which is unknown at the outset, as the defective subset. In the abstract group 
testing problem, we are faced with identifying the defective subset by performing a 
series of 0, 1 tests on subsets of the ground set. A test result is 1 if a defect is 
present in a tested subset; the test result is 0 otherwise. In nonadaptive group testing 
(NGT), we have the added difficulty of  deciding exactly which subsets to test before 
any testing occurs. Thus, the testing procedure for an NGT problem cannot be adapted 
to use partial information obtained from some of the other tests. 3 
We identify the ground set with In]. For k E [n], let [[~]] denote the family of 
subsets of [n] with cardinality less than or equal to k. A family /~ = {Mr} of distinct 
subsets of  [n] is called a set system on [n]. Any set system # on [n] can be identified 
with a II~l x n incidence matrix for which the jth column denotes the jth element of  
[n], the ith row denotes the ith member, Mi, of #, and the (ij)th entry is 1 if and only 
if j E Mi. We identify a given set system with its incidence matrix. Conversely, if an 
m x n incidence matrix has distinct rows, we identify it with a set system on [n] as 
described above. In other words, given an m x n incidence matrix with distinct rows, 
we think of the rows as a set system on the set of columns. With this in mind, let 
ri(#) and cj(p) be the ith row vector and jth column vector of  # respectively. For a 
binary vector x let xi denote the ith component of x. The boolean sum of two binary 
vectors x and y is defined coordinatewise using the rule xi V Yi = 0 if and only if xi 
and Yi are both zero; otherwise xi V yi = 1. 
3 Note, every parallel algorithm is a nonadaptive algorithm. 
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Consider an m × n 0, 1 matrix # with distinct rows. The matrix # is called vl-separable 
if no two boolean sums of the form, Vj~sCj(#), with S E [[d]], are the same. The 
matrix # is called d-separable if no two boolean sums of the form, Vj~s cj(g), with 
IsI = d, are the same. I f  we view # as a set system on [n], then it is easy to see that 
# is d-separable if and only if for any pair of  distinct sets S1 and $2 in [[~]], there is 
an M E # such that either M f3 Sj # • and M N $2 = 0, or M N S 1 = 0 and M M $2 # 0. 
Now suppose we have at most d defects in [n] and we have a reliable testing proce- 
dure that will detect the presence of a defect in a tested subset. Then a d-separable 
matrix # on [n], with I#[ = m, provides the basis for an NGT algorithm that identifies 
the defective subset. Indeed, by testing each row of #, we define an output vector 
o(#) = (6 . . . . .  t,n), where ti is l if a defect is present in ri(#) and 0 if not. Now if o(#) 
is the zero vector, then D = ~. I f  not, then because # is d-separable, it follows that there 
is a unique nonempty subset D of the cj(#), with IDI ~<d, whose boolean sum is o(#). 
In this case, the defective subset is {j: cj(#) E D}. The same argument is true if we test 
the rows of a d-disjunct matrix #. However, it is computationally much easier to solve 
for D if the matrix is d-disjunct, for then, D = {cj(#): c j (#)Vo(#)  = o(#)}. See [1]. 
4. A class of 3-separable matrices 
A set system X on [n] is called a completely separating system on [n] if for each pair 
of  distinct elements j, j '  E [n], there are M and M ~ in Z such that j E M and f ~ M, 
and f E M' and j ~ M ~. A set system z on [n] is called a totally separating system 
on In] if for each pair of  distinct elements j , j '  E [n], there are disjoint M,M ~ E z with 
j E M and j '  E M. Clearly, totally separating implies completely separating. (See [2] 
for a nice survey of these and related topics.) Finally, a set system is a k-cover of [n] 
if each element of [n] is contained in at least k members of that system. 
Definition 3. Given a set system # on In], we define the new set system/7 on [n] by 
f i={T:  T=MAM'#O andM,  M 'E#}.  
The proof of the following is straightforward. A more general version of the result 
is in [4]. 
Lemma 1. Let Z be a completely separating system on [n] and let j l ,  j2, j3 be three 
distinct elements in [n]. Then for each i with 1 <<.i<<.3, there is a Ti E ~ such that 
Ti fq { j l , j2 , j3}  = {ji}. 
Lemma 2. Let r be a totally separating 2-cover on [n], then ~ is 3-separable on [n]. 
Proof. Given S, and $2 in [[3]], we need to see that there is an T,2 E ~ such that 
either T12 nS1 # 0 and T12 NS2 = 0, or T12 nSl  = 0 and T12 AS2 # 0. I f  $1 cS2, then 
the existence of/'12 follows from Lemma I. 
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Now suppose that $1 ¢$2 and $2 ¢$1. Then there are jl and j2 with j l  E SI and 
jl ~ $2, and j2 C $2 and j2 ~ S1. Since there are disjoint sets MI and M2 in z with 
.jl E Ml and j2 E m2, then ]MI n $21 ~<2. We now check three cases. 
Case 1: ]MI N $21 = 0. Since z is a 2-cover, take T12 to  be the intersection of  Ml 
with any other member of z that contains j l .  
Case 2: IMl NS2[ = 1. Let {j3} =M1NS2.  There is an M3 E z with j l  EM3 and 
j3 ~ M3. Take 7'12 = MI N M3. Then T12 n S I¢  0 and 7"12 n 82 = 0. 
Case 3: IMI AS2] = 2. Let j4 E MI AS2. We have two subcases: 
(a) IM1 n Sll = 1. Then {jl } = M1 n S1. So there is an M4 E z with j4 E M4 and 
j l  ~ M4. Now take T12 = M1 n M4. Then Tl2 N $I = 0 and 7"12 N $2 ¢ 0. 
(b) IM~ NS~I = 2. Then IM2 NSI]~<I. Reapply Cases 1 and 2 with MI and M2, and 
S1 and $2 interchanged. [] 
In Definition 4, we show that it is easy to construct a totally separating z on [n] 
with /zl ~<r[log r n 1 . The following scheme depicts the process with r = 3. It is left to 
the reader to verify that the defined set systems are indeed totally separating. 
(1oo) 
010 
001  
=¢, 
111000000 
000111000 
000000111 
100100100 
010010010 
001001001 
=:~ 
111 111 111 000 000 000 000 000 000 
000 000 000 111 111 111 000 000 000 
000 000 000 000 000 000 111 111 l l l  
l l l  000 000 111 000 000 111 000 000 
000 l l l  000 000 l l l  000 000 111 000 
000 000 111 000 000 111 000 000 111 
lO0 100 100 100 lO0 lO0 100 100 100 
010 010 010 OlO 010 010 OlO 010 010 
001 001 001 001 001 001 001 001 001 
Definition 4. Let r and k be positive integers. Let z) be the r × r identity matrix. 
For k > 1, define z~ by taking Zr k-I and, in it, replacing each 1 with a block r ls 
and each 0 with a block r 0s. Then add r k-I copies of the r × r identity matrix side 
by side under the newly formed rows. For n with r k-1 < n ~< r k, we define a totally 
separating z~ (n) on [n] with I Zr k(n)l ~< r [log r n 1 = rk by deleting the last 3 k - n columns 
of z~. 
Theorem 1. For each n and r with [log r n~ > 1, there is a 3-separable matr ix  with 
r [log,. n~ r n columns and no more than ( 2 ) - -  (2)[1Ogr n~ rows. 
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Proof. Consider z~(n) with k > 1. Since z~(n) is a 2-cover, we can apply Lemma 2. 
It is easy to see that z~(n) has no more than (r[logrn] r ' 2 ) -  (2)[1Ogrn7 rows. [] 
Note, the value r = 3 almost always minimizes IZr~(n)[. This improves a result of 
Kautz and Singleton [3] which says that for a given n there is a 3-separable ma- 
trix with no more than (3rlog2~n+l)]) rows. See [1, p. 87]. Also, from [5], 31og3n~< 
min{lvl: ~ is totally separating on [n]} ~<3 log 3 n + 2, so our construction with r = 3 
is nearly optimal via the above method. 
One closing observation is that since z~ has constant column weight k and constant 
row weight r k- l ,  it follows that z~(n) has constant column weight (~) and row weight 
upper bounded by r k-l .  
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